Date: 04/08/2009

Project Title: i-Strategy Phase 2

Sponsor or Approver: Jane Snook

Contact Information: Jane Snook - 5618

Project Description and Scope: I strategy Phase I consisted of the technical implementation of the i-strategy Reporting project. The Phase II project will focus on the reporting aspect and the alignment of KCC KPI's to developed reports.

Some reports are delivered by email or have been created by individuals. This new system places i-strategy and the SQL reporting services on the portal and provides data for decision making.

Most Important Requirements:

Colleague Module:

Additional Information:

People or Departments Impacted: College Wide

Project Dependencies: Portal access, SQL updates

Project Risks: This project relies on information from the end-user and the communication of reporting needs so that the correct and most useful information can be developed.

Additional Notes: This project has a great impact on employee efficiency and the ability to have current information that can be used for critical decisions involving student and program success, comparison data for trends, and information that will help departments forecast for future enrollment,